We develop Hachemeister's regression model 111 credlbihty theory (without proofs) and indicate how the involved structural parameters can be estimated from the observable variables (with proofs for the simple results and those not yet published).
The same main symbol is used to denote a matrix c and its elements c{. Here c{ is the element at the intersectmn of row i and column j. The row i is denoted by c, and the column j by d. When the number of rows is m and the number of columns n, we say that the matrix has dimensions n (m)- Hence the following general rules in case of a matrix relation such as (1), with any number of factors in the last member.
(i) The same lower index can be placed at the matrix in the first member and at the first matrix m the last member. (il) The same upper index can be placed at the matrix m the first member and the the last matrix m the last member. (iil) In the last member, an upper index can be placed at any matrix and the same lower index at the following matrix, provided that index be summed out.
Of course, according to the same rules applied in the opposite direction, indmes can also be dropped.
We recall that the trace of a square matrix c ~s the sum of its diagonal elements: tr c = X c~. When a product, say abed, of any number of any matrices is a square matrix, then any cyclical permutation, say cdab, is also a square matrix (of posmbly different dnnenslons) and tr(abcd)= tr(cdab).
Random matrices
The expectation EA of a matrix A with random elements A{ is the matrix wiith elements .E'A~. The operators tr and E commute To the (~) random column X is associated the (~) covariance matrix Coy X with elements (Cov X){ = Cov(X,, Xj) = E(X,X~)-E(X,) E(Xj) Using the accent for transposition, the last member can be displayed as
E(X,X '~) -E(XdE(X'J). Therefore Cov X = E(XX') -E(X)E(X'), (n).
When X is (]), then Coy X is in fact Var X.
If/is (;',) and X (,*,), then tX is (,~) and Cov(/X) = t(Cov X)( Similarly, for the conditional covanance matrix:
Cov(X/O) = E(XX'/@) -E(X/®)E(X'/®), (',~)
The following relation is easy.
Cov X = E Cov(X/O) + Coy E(X/®), (nn)"
We define the scalar variance of any random matrix A by
Thus, when A is the (~) column X, then ScaVar X = tr Cov X To say that the (]~) random vector X IS N(m, v) means that X is normally distributed with E X = m, Coy X = v. This lmphes that m is (t) and that v is (~). Siimlarly, "the conditional vector X, given 0, is N(m(@), v(O) )" means that this vector is normally distributed ~qth E(X/®) = m(®), Coy(X/®) = v(®).
t. 3. Miscellaneous
In case of multiple indmes, the matrix rules are applied to the last uldices only For instance, Jf the scalars x~p are defined for variable j, p, q, then, for each fixed y, x; is the matrix with elements x]v. xsp is the p-th row of that matrix and xy is its q-th colmnn. These notations are unambiguous ff the reader keeps m mind the number and positions of the subscripts on the initially considered scalars Thus, in case of the just considered xj~, x;, x~v, xy it must be remembered that the scalars xy~ have two subscripts and one superscript.
For any fimte sequence x, of square matrices, we define provided x{ 1 emsts, for the last relation 
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The class j or r~sk y is the (it) column X j m that array. The index s m Xi, is interpreted as a time index. To Xj is associated the slructure vamable 01 (possibly multl-dmaenslonal (SEE HACttEMEISTER 1975 OR DE VVLDEI~ t976 ) The credibility estimator Bj for ~(0~) equals With NORBERG (1979), we call a, b, s 2 structural parameters of the model. Briefly we shall call a, b, s 2 the covariance matrix, the mean vector, the variance 119 respectwely. The matrix zj is the credibility matrix for class j. When g = 1, all these quantities are scalars.
3. Solul,Lon of the problem
Bj = (~-zj) b + zj ~j, (~),(2)
THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF STRUCTURAL PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Small-sample properties of the est,mators
Unbmsedness and minimum-variance shall be considered as most wanted propemes of the estimators for the structural parameters. These are smallsample properties Asymptotical properties of some estimators can al~o be proved. For instance see NORBERG (1979 NORBERG ( , 1980 . Such properties become only interesting in case of large samples of observed random variables. How large ~ This certainly depends on the complexity of the involved model. In case of Hachemeister's model, no precise answer to the question can be expected soon 3 2 Families of unbiased est*mators Ill DE VYLDER (1978) , we proposed families of unbiased estimators for the structural parameters. Here we shall propose tlle same families for b and s ~ but a different one for a.
Minimum-variance est,mators
The minimum-varmnce estimator m a family of estm~ators d (b, ~2) for a (b, s °~) is that one making ScaVar d (ScaVar b, Vat £2) minimum. When looking for such minimum-variance estimators, one may have the sad surprise that the estinlators contain some of the structural parameters to be estimated. However, that situation ~s far from hopeless as we shall see in 3.4.
Pseudo-statist,cs and pseudo-estimators
We call pseudo-statzstic any known function of tile observable random variables and of the structural parameters Similarly, pseudo-estimators may depend on the parameters to be estimated. Such pseudo-estimators may nevertheless work as true estimators For instance, consider the pseudo-estimators can be used in (6), furnishing first approximations a(1), b(1). Tile latter can be used again in (6), furnishing second approximations a(2), b(2) and so on.
When practical convergence of the sequences a(n), b(n) is observed, the practical limits can be considered as final estimates for a, b
Of course it amounts to the same to solve the system of equations 
Fixed-class est,mator
From the regression assumption results. E Xj = yb. Then E bj = b by (4). This means that bj is an unbiased estmlator for b. In fact bj is the classical least squares estmaator, in class 7, for b
2. Famdy of unbiased pseudo-estimators
It follows that
is an unbiased estmlator of b. Since ~,e do not exclude that the x 3 contain some structural parameters, relation (8) defines in fact a family of pseudoestinaators for b
3/lzmmum'variance pseudo-esl~malor
In DE VVLDER (1978), It is proved that the minimum-variance pseudoestimator in the family (8) is obtained when x~ is the credibility matrix zj pre-normed, i.e. xj = zj. This minimum-variance estimator is denoted by (9) ~ = X zj bj It is noteworthy that TAYLOR (1977) and, in a particular case, BUIILMANN and STRAUB (1970) 
5.~. F,xed-class est, mator
The classical estimator for s ~, m class j, is
It is unbiased See DE VYLDER (~978)
Family of unbmsed estzmalors
It follows that defines a family of unbiased estimators for s 2 We shall not consider the case where the scalars x~ depend on the structural parameters.
3 M~n~mum-variance estimator under normal assumptions 3 I Normal assumptmn
We look for the mmlmmn-varlance estimator for s 2 in the family defined by (11) Unless new structural parameters are introduced, this problem is seen to have no solution under the general assumptmns made hitherto. But it has a very simple one under the assumption that we introduce here
Normal assumption
The conditional vector Xj, for Oj fixed, is normally distributed. Then it results from the general assumptions that this vector is N(yf3(®j), a2(®j)v~).
The following simple lemma is needed in section 6.
Lemma.
Under the normal assumption, the conditional vector bj, for Oj fixed, is
Demonstration
By ( Note also that the relaUon E(~j/®j) = ~3(®j) results from the regression assumption and (4). Now the lemma results from the fact that a hnearly transformed normal vector remains normal. (t-g)2 E(*s~/®j) = E(X; rj Xj X} rjXfl®j) = a*(0j) (tr2(rjvj) + ztr(rj v~)2) = a4(Oj) ((t -g) 2 + 2(t -g)).
5.3.2
Applying E and using (14), relation 02) follows.
Mimmum-variance-estmaator
Theorem
Under the normal assumption, the minimum-variance estxmator xn the family 
is an unbiased pseudo-estimator for the covariance matr:x a.
Demonstratwn
The demonstratmn of the lemma in 5.3-t shows that (17) Cov(bdoj) = ~(oj)wj, .E(~dOj) = ~(oj) (The normal assumption is not used at that stage). Then, because E ~j = b.
----Coy ~(0y) + E ~'2(OJ)W;,' = a"I-S2Wj
The theorem is clear from this
Family of unbmsed pseudo-estzrnators
From the theorem results that
defines a family of unbmsed pseudo-estimators for the covariance matrix a. The matrix a is symmetrical, whereas d furnished by (19) is not. Therefore NORBERG ( We shall_ not perform the symmetnzatlon at this stage. Of course, m practmal work, any estimate for a must finally be symmetrized
3. Min,mum-varmnce pseudo-estimator under normal and other assumptions 6.3.~. Notation
We define Note that = E(~°(Oj)~°'(Oj)).
The notation s ~4) already introduced in (13) is also used further a (2) and s ('~) are fourth-order structural paralneters
2. Independence assumption
We shall use the assumption of independence of e2(®j) and ~(®j). Briefly, we call it the independence assumption.
3. Calculation of ScaVar d.
Lemma
Under the normal assumption (5.3.1.)' (2~)
~ *o,,, ^o bj b/Oj) = E(bj xjx~bj "°'^° .2(Oj)tr(x}xjwj)tr(wj) + 2cr'(Oj)tr(x}xjwfloj) + 4 a2(@j)tr(x}xjwj~°(OJ)~°'(O~))
+ * ~-(®j)tr (x;x; ~°(®j)~°' (®~))tr(ws) 
+ G2(®j)tr(x}xjwj)tr(f3°(®j)~°'(®j))
+
Xs<41tr(x~xjwj)tr(wj) + 2Xs(4~tr(x~xjwjw~) + 4 Es2 tr(x~xjwja) + E s2tr(xjx~a)tr(wj)
+ Z s ~ tr(xjxjw~) tr a + Ztr(x~xj(a)2) -
X tr(x;xj(a + s2wj) (a + s2wj) ).
Demonstrat,on
Let T(~) denote the pseudo-statistic (23) T = X xjbjbi" = X xj(~j-b) (bj-b)', (~)
Then (24) d = T -s 2 Z xjwj.
Because the last term is non-random,
ScaVar d = ScaVar T = tr E(TT') -tr(ET.ET').
Using the independence of classes,
= ~z ~(x~b~b}'b~b~'x~) + y, E(x,bTb;')E(3~&}'xj).
Similarly, (26) ET ET" = Z E(xjb;~;')E(Bj~;'x~) + Z E{x,b]b;')E(~;bj'x)) s ~J
Thus, m the difference E(TT') -ET.ET', tile sum in ,-#l cancels.
By the cyclical property of the trace and the general relation E( ) = EE(/@j), the trace of the first sum in the last member of (25) l, that result is based on the approximations (33).
Demonstration
By the lemma, the minimum of (22) one obtains xj 1 ~ 6(s (4) -s 4) (wj) ' 2 -2(3 a2 -a C2)) + 4(a + s~wj) °~.
From this results (32), except for a constant (not depending on y) pre-factor. But such a pre-factor cancels in the formation of ~j. Comments 1. In any practmal case, the quality of the approximations (33) can be tested on barns of the numerical data, at least with a replaced by its esmnate.
Let qj (~) be defined by (34) ~(sC'l)-sa) (wJ)2-½(3a~-a(a})+(a+s2w;) ~ = (a+s2wy)2qJ •
Then, if qj= q, independent of j, we are rid of the fourth-order structural parameters s (a) and a (2). Indeed, the reverse of the last member of (34) equals, in that case, q-~ (a + s2wj) -2 and tile constant pre-factor q-~ cancels m the prenorming of these matrices. Then we obtain the following unbiased pseudoestimator for a. The irrelevant constant pre-factor a 2 is introduced again, because so z} -°} = (z~) 2 for g = 1.
3. Les us now exarnme some cases where qj = q, constant. Thus, we have only to correct the s~tuat~on for b. We shall start now from the pseudo-statistic In case of .7", the research for optimal weights xj is based on so lengthy combinatorial calculations that it loses its interest.
In that respect, we shall simply transpose to the case of T, tile results ohtamed in sectmn 6 3-4 m the case of T. At least for g = l, lengthy arguments show that this is a good approximation.
6.4.2.
A less "pseudo" family of unbtased pseudo-estimators for a.
Theorem
The relation (3s) aa = ~" -s2 X xjwj + z~ 1 a, (xj (~), x~ = 1), t defines a family of unbiased pseudo-estimators for a.
Demonstrat2 on
We have Because Xx = 1, tile x, can be summed out in the sum in uk. When we apply E, the dubble sums must be replaced by single sums and the indmes must be egalized, say replaced by j. Tins follows from the fact that the ~ have zero expectation and are independent. By (I8) we then obtain E ~ = Z xj(a + s~wj) + Z ~j(a + s~wj)~j -X xfij(a + s~wj) -Zx~(a + s~wj)~} t The first term in the last member equals a + s 2 E x,w, From these consideratmn it is clear that = T -s 2 E xfeJj -Xzj(a+ s2wj)zj
is an unbiased pseudo-estimator for a. From tile relatmns we obtain
(showing in partmular that z~ ~ a is symmetrical) and similar relatmns allowing to simplify the last member of (39)-Finally (38) is obtained.
Practical estmlation of a.
Because a is symmetric, we adopt for it the pseudo-estimator (38) symmetrized in the obvious way. As matncal wmghts xj in (38) we suggest to take the prenormed z} 2) defined by (36), i.e. the same weights ~(j2) as ,11 (35)-
SUMMARY OF ALl. STEPS TO BE EXECUTED FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE
CREDIBILITY ESTIMATORS
Steps depending on y must be executed for j = 1 O) Given. 
E(X'aX X'bX) = tr(av)tr(bv) + 2 tr(avbv)
If X is N(m, v), then(A3)
E(X'aX) = tr(av) + tr(amm'), (A4) E(X'aX X'bX) = tr(av)tr(bv) + 2 tr(avbv) + 4 tr(avbmm') + tr(amm')tr(bv) + tr(bmm')tr(av) + tr(amm'bmrn').
Demonstrat,on The expectation of the product of (A6) and (A7) is best displayed in a 
